Citation guide using Chicago style.

Remember that no list of references (bibliography) is needed when you use footnotes. Use italics with titles for books, journals, and newspapers, and quotation marks for articles and chapters.

Cite a journal article like this.¹ Cite a newspaper like this (start with the title if no author appears).² If it’s an online version of the newspaper, then cite it this way.³ This is how you cite a source from a website (like the text of famous speech).⁴ Cite a book this way.⁵ Do this if the book has more than two authors.⁶ Do this if the book has one or more editors.⁷ Cite an entry from an encyclopedia like this (s.v. refers to the title of the entry).⁸ Cite a primary document this way (there might be no author).⁹ The author might be a department or agency.¹⁰

To cite a source for the second (and subsequent) time(s), simply use the author’s last name and the page number (if applicable).¹¹ If you are citing multiple works by the same author, the second (and subsequent) footnote(s) must include a keyword from the title.¹²

¹¹ Burke, 178.
Format for basic sources (notice the use of italics, quotation marks, and upper case):

- **Newspaper article**: Author (first name then last name), “Title of Article,” *Name of Newspaper*, Month day, year, page or edition (if available).

- **Newspaper article from a website**: Author (if applicable), “Title of Article,” *Name of Newspaper*, Month day, year, page or edition (if available) <url of the very page where the source is> (date when you accessed the source).

- **Website source** (like an archive or project): Author (if available), Title of Speech or Report or Information, Date of Speech (etc., if available), Name of Website, <url of the very page where the source is> (date when you accessed the source).